Developing An Effective
Experience Design Competency Model

The customer experience has quite rightly taken center stage in product and service
design, increasing demand for experience designers. At BIF, we need qualified experience
designers at all levels to help us deliver on our value proposition: To help leaders to design
new, transformational business models and test them in the real world.
Our business model design work requires cross-disciplinary thinking. This kind of thinking
is best developed in an education that’s a mashup of design school and business school.
An increasing number of schools offer this dual major, but most people have backgrounds
in one or the other.
This makes recruiting good experience designers difficult. Further, the job description and
hiring process for experience designers is fluid, at best.
So we developed a competency and career progression model for experience designers,
to help us recruit, motivate, and retain talent. Here’s our approach.
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leadership team review

The majority of your skill growth
will occur through project work.
Look for additional growth
opportunities that support and
strengthen the BIF platform,
community and organization.
Examples may include running a
lunch n' learn, thought leadership
or community engagement.

COMMUNITY

Work with the Talent Associate to create
ambitious goals that will help you close
any competency gaps you may have.
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Growth outside
of project work

BIF PLATFORM

Project
Assignment

Employee
self-review

GROWTH
OUTSIDE OF
PROJECT WORK

Project
manager
Project Managers will provide
you project direction,
mentorship and hands-on
competency building. Keep
them closely informed on
your project work and
proactively seek feedback
and direction.

At BIF we work hard to balance
business needs, social impact and
your personal growth.
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Work with the Project Manager to
find a role on the project that will
stretch your competencies.

Project Debrief
Gather feedback and insights from your
project team that can inform future work.
Make sure to inform the Talent Associate so
it is considered in future staﬃng.

Professional
Development at BIF
At the Business Innovation Factory we believe that you should be in a position to drive and advance
your own career. It is our job to support that growth and enable you to do your best work.

The Talent Associate is your
guide and advocate as you
navigate your BIF career.
They will partner with you on
your career goals and support
you during the review process.
Keep them informed and
updated along the key milestones in your development.

Ongoing Peer Mentoring
and Support
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leadership
team
The Leadership Team makes
final promotion and salary
decisions. They are responsible for running a fair process
with equitable results.

Project Checkpoints
Gather feedback from your project team and
manager. Track your progress and keep the
Talent Associate informed of your development.

Co-Created with

PEER
Regularly count on peer
mentoring and support.

Experience Designer
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COMPETENCIES

Creates a positive
environment by
coaching, mentoring and
developing BIF talent.

Creates and strengthens
strong and sustainable
client relationships.
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Contributes to
project management
leading to high
quality, on time, on
budget results.
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Demonstrates strong
analytical skills to
identify actionable
market/customer insights
and transformative
solutions/business
models.

Demonstrates consistent
and genuine alignment
with BIF Values.
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Plans, executes and
leads organization
strategy and
development
projects.

Plans, executes and leads
customer experience
research/opportunity
assessment projects.
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Contributes to BIF’s
pipeline of sponsored
projects.
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Our values, expressed in the BIF Genome,
are essential to achieving our mission.
They are the common set of traits that
define our people, our work and our culture.
As a member of the BIF team you are
expected to find ways to connect, inspire
and transform in all that you do here.

Contributes to BIF’s
market and community
positioning.
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Values

Demonstrates strong
workshop design,
facilitation and group
leadership skills.
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Everything we do stems from our mission
to help leaders safely design and test new
business models and social systems.

Demonstrates
creativity in developing
compelling project outputs
and storytelling assets.
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Understanding the key competencies (capabilities and behaviors) you
need to consistently demonstrate for growth will enable you to thrive
at the Business Innovation Factory. Use this map as the foundation for
career planning and performance discussions with peers and leaders.

COMPETENCIES

Plans, executes and
leads solution/model
design, prototype and
test projects.
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Experience Designer
CAREER PROGRESSION

SENIOR EXPERIENCE
DESIGN LEADER

12 YEARS +

Experience Designer roles at BIF are the catalyst
to achieving our mission. You will have the opportunity to
progress through for key roles.

EXPERIENCE
DESIGN LEADER

4 YEARS

Accelerated paths are possible with exceptional
performance, consistent results and
appropriate levels of project complexity.

SENIOR EXPERIENCE
DESIGNER

4 YEARS

EXPERIENCE
DESIGNER

4 YEARS

individual
COMPETENCIES

We hire great people to work at BIF
and set high expectations for how
we see individual effectiveness.

Progressing in the
role requires you to
demonstrate your
competencies with
increased independence, bring fresh
thinking and find
ways to coach and
grow others.

For each competency, proficiency
levels have been
identified that
correlate to
expectations for
each of the four
key roles.

SENIOR EXPERIENCE
DESIGN LEADER

Consistently provides new and alternative
approaches to analysis and solution-building responsive to client needs. Builds
capability in others to translate insights
into transformative solutions.

Guides others on the design and facilitation of workshop events, encourages
new approaches and coaches others on
design and facilitation capability across
the organization.

Directs the implementation of creative
vision ensuring alignment to project scope
and the landscape of the social sector or
topic. Coaches and teaches others to build
stronger creative storytelling capability
across the organization.

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
LEADER

Oversees customer experience research,
insight and solution development. Ensures
development of compelling insights and
transformational solutions.

Elevates workshop design and facilitation
to meet the scope and desired outcomes of
increasingly complex work. Facilitates
higher-risk workshops with more senior
participants.

Drives the development, coordination and
execution of the creative vision. Departs
from what has been done before to create
unique, compelling assets. Reviews and
enhances the outputs of other team
members.

Independently develops and implements
customer experience research plans and
identifies actionable insights/solution ideas.

Independently develops workshop design
and takes on facilitation responsibility.
Recognizes when to course-correct
and shift the facilitation approach in
the moment.

Takes ownership to develop project assets
with little to no oversight from other
project team members. Leverages past
experiences and examples to develop
tailored content and assets for the specific
client need.

With direction successfully implements
customer experience research plans
and contributes to insight and solution
development.

Contributes to workshop design and
facilitation. Develops compelling workshop
materials. Successfully handles workshop
logistics and communication.

Supports the development of project assets
through effective visual and written communication skills with limited oversight from
project leads. Recognizes and takes initiative
on complex projects.

SENIOR EXPERIENCE
DESIGNER

EXPERIENCE
DESIGNER

Demonstrates strong
analytical skills to identify
actionable market/customer
insights and transformative
solutions/business
models.

Contributes to workshop
design and facilitation. Develops
compelling workshop
materials. Successfully handles
workshop logistics
and communication.

Demonstrates creativity
in developing compelling
project outputs
and storytelling assets.

project

COMPETENCIES
Growing in your role will require
demonstrating capability across our
solutions, clients and markets.

Our solutions are
rarely routine. To
deliver great work,
we expect you to
continually deliver
project work of
increasing complexity,
size and span.

For each competency, proficiency
levels have been
identified that
correlate to
expectations for
each of the four
key roles.

SENIOR EXPERIENCE
DESIGN LEADER

Leads complex opportunity assessment
projects for important senior-level clients.
Clients consistently adopt recommendations leading to solution design project
opportunities.

Leads complex solution design, prototyping and testing projects for important
senior-level clients. Clients consistently
adopt recommendations leading to
follow-up work.

Leads complex organization strategy and
develpment projects for important
senior-level clients. Clients consistently
adopt recommendations leading to
follow-up projects.

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
LEADER

Leads opportunity research/opportunity
assessment projects producing compelling
insights, transformative solution recommendations and satisfied clients.

Leads solution project teams and client
coordination effort. Independently makes
course corrections based on market and
client input.

Leads organization strategy and
development projects. Coordinates
with client sponsors and teams.

SENIOR EXPERIENCE
DESIGNER

Plans and implements customer experience research. Identifies and turns insights
into actionable solutions.

Independently develops and implements
workplans for solution/model design,
prototyping and testing projects.

Independently develops and implements
workplans for organization strategy and
development projects.

EXPERIENCE
DESIGNER

Successfully conducts ethnographic
research, collecting data and mining for
customer experience and market insights.

Successfully contributes to solution/model
design, prototyping and testing projects
with direction.

Successfully contributes to organization
strategy and development projects
as directed.

Plans, executes and leads
customer experience
research/opportunity
assessment projects.

Plans, executes and leads
solution/model design,
prototype and test projects.

Plans, executes and leads
organization strategy and
development projects.

Team

COMPETENCIES
Working together effectively is a
hallmark of BIF teams whether you
are a team member or leader.

We all play teaming
roles with peers,
projects and clients.
To do that, you must
expand beyond your
individual responsibility
and broaden your
team effectiveness.

For each competency, proficiency
levels have been
identified that
correlate to
expectations for
each of the four
key roles.

SENIOR EXPERIENCE
DESIGN LEADER

Coaches others and leads process improvement efforts around project management
practices, budgeting resource allocation
for the firm and provides oversight and
quality assurance for multiple projects.

Identifies opportunities to strengthen
BIF's talent pool. Serves as a role model
both internally and externally to help
attract and retain new talent. Informs
future talent thinking and planning.

Manages clients at higher levels within
the organization and is seen as a trusted
advisor. Clarifies and adjusts to client
expectations by anticipating client needs
and bringing forward proactive solutions.

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
LEADER

Leads a diverse team of staff and contractors to deliver against client expectations
and internal project success metrics for
complex, large scopes of work. Plans for
and addresses project issues and risks,
and develops mitigation strategies.

Takes advantage of every project
and task assignment to coach and develop
others within BIF. Serves as a role model
for entire experience design team.

Incorporates advanced client management
skills at various levels within the client
organization. Actively manages and
communicates status of projects and
demonstrates responsive problem-solving
and adjustments to plans.

SENIOR EXPERIENCE
DESIGNER

Independently manages own work tasks
and schedule. Collaboratively develops
plans and timelines with project teams and
takes ownership for less complex projects
or componets for more intricate projects

Helps onboard others to the organization
and shares learnings from prior work to
accelerate the development of others.

Actively participates in client meetings
including planning and facilitation. Acts
independently in client interactions and
demonstrates strong communication
skills. Is seen as a partner and advisor to
project-level client team members.

EXPERIENCE
DESIGNER

Consistently commits to and delivers on
assigned tasks. Proactively communicates
status as expected and seeks direction
from Project Manager as needed.

Takes ownership for one's own development
and engages others as appropriate to seek
guidance and insight.

Contributes to internal and client
interactions within project context and
supports the team in development of
stronger relationships.

Demonstrates strong
Contributes
analytical skillstotoproject
identify
management
leading
actionable market/customer
to high quality,
on time, on
insights
and transformative
budget results
solutions/business
models.

Creates a positive
environment by coaching,
mentoring and
developing BIF talent.

Creates and strengthens
strong and sustainable
client relationships.

organizational
COMPETENCIES

The future is bright—we expect
everyone to influence our evolution
and drive the business forward.

Your contribution
should grow with
interactions at
higher levels within
client organizations
and expanding
your presence in
the market.

For each competency, proficiency
levels have been
identified that
correlate to
expectations for
each of the four
key roles.

SENIOR EXPERIENCE
DESIGN LEADER

Expansive visibility in the market through
sustained thought leadership and public
speaking engagements. Independently
recognized and respected in the market.

Identifies new opportunities both at
existing clients and in the market. Leads
proposal development and sales process
as assigned.

Elevates our mission and finds new ways to
embed values in the way the organization
operates internally and interacts with clients
and external audiences. BIF ambassador in
all settings.

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
LEADER

Consistently creates and shares new BIF
thought and experience capital. Supports
the development of an independent
market presence consistent with BIF's
mission and values.

Independently identifies and follows
through on project opportunities at
existing clients for validation and proposal
development.

Acts as a role model for the values and
behaviors expected at all levels of the
organization and is seen as an example
for how to demonstrate internally
and externally.

SENIOR EXPERIENCE
DESIGNER

Actively extends visibility of BIF in the
market through personal and professional
networks and social media platforms.

Independently develops proposals and
sales support materials contributing to
sales process as directed.

In addition to high personal work
standards also recognizes and reinforces
aligned behaviors in other BIF team
members. Shares our values externally.

EXPERIENCE
DESIGNER

Articulates effectively the BIF mission,
value proposition, capabilities and
service offerings.

Supports proposal development work and
contributes to sales process as directed.

Holds self to high work standards
aligned with BIF's values and mission.
Demonstrates aligned behaviors on all
work activities. Works out loud.

Contributes to BIF’s
market and community
positioning.

Contributes to BIF’s
pipeline of sponsored
projects.

Demonstrates consistent
and genuine alignment
with BIF values.

